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VL8 Menu 

 

 

 
Overview 

There are two types of menus for processing Advance Shipping Notifications (also called ASNs (856s) and 

DESADVs (EDIFACT). The ASN processing menu is for trading partners who do not use bar code options. The 

ASN menu with Bar Code options is only for trading partners who use bar code. This document describes the ASN 

menu without bar code options. For information on processing ASNs with bar code, see Chapter 15, ASNs with Bar 

Code Options. 

 
An ASN identifies the contents of a shipment of goods as well as additional information relating to the shipment, 

such as order information, product description, physical characteristics, type of packaging, marking, and carrier 

information. The ASN contains the contents and configuration of a shipment in various levels of detail and provides 

an ordered flexibility to convey this information. The sender of this transaction set is responsible for detailing and 

communicating the contents of a shipment. 

 
The VL8 menu is used to maintain, list, create and transmit, purge and reactivate ASNs without bar code. Many of 

the menu options are identical from trading partner to trading partner. These common options are explained in this 

chapter. Options and fields unique to a specific trading partner, exceptions or unique business practices are 

explained in the trading partner document. 

 
MENU: VL8TC 

---------------------------------------------------- 

TOYOTA CANADA 

ADVANCE SHIPPING NOTIFICATIONS 

---------------------------------------------------- 

1. Maintain ASNs 

2. List ASNs 

3. Create/Transmit ASNs 

4. Purge ASNs 

5. Reactivate ASNs 

 

 
23. Return to V/L Advanced Shipping Notifications Menu 

24. Return to Main Menu 

 
Option    
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Process Requirements 

 
Extract 

Yes No 

Is Smart 

Label 

System 

Used? 

Select Records 

and Update ASN 

Info 

Break Message 

Response 

Required 

Check ASN 

Verification Report 

Continue 

No Yes 

 

Data Flow Pictorial 
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Maintain ASNs 
Choose option 1 from the ASN main menu to access ASN maintenance. ASN screens (with or without bar code) 

vary from trading partner to trading partner. Specific information is required by each trading partner. The 

maintenance screens are described in the trading partner documents because they are unique to each trading 

partner. 

 
The examples used in this document are examples from the Toyota of Canada VL8 menu, options and screens. 

Actual trading partner screens may be different; consult each trading partner document. 

 
The maintenance option is used to change extracted ASNs or to add ASNs to the file. A screen prompts for the 

company number. 
 

 

 
 

From this screen, users can enter or prompt for an existing ASN, prompt for all ASN records with a status of “O” 

(original), or enter a new ASN. 

 
Sequence number - Enter an existing ASN or leave blank to create a new ASN. 

 
Enter - Displays the ASN Maintenance screen to maintain or create a 

new ASN. 

 
F3 - Exit - Returns to the VL8 menu. 

 
F4 - Prompt - Displays a list of ASN records available to be displayed or 

maintained. 

 
F21 - Print - This lists all or selected ASN records currently in the ASN file. 

 
F22 - Prompt Open - Displays all ASNs with a status of “O” for original. 

 

TOYOTA OF CANADA ASN MAINTENANCE 

 
Sequence Number 

 
F3=Exit F4=Prompt F21=Print F22=Prompt Open 
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ASN FILE MAINTENANCE 

1=Select Enter Shipper #: 

F12=Return F17=Top F18=Bottom 

 

ASN File Maintenance Selection Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt All) from the selection screen to display a list of all ASN records. The action code (displayed 

under the Cde column heading) indicates the status of the ASN. Transmitted ASNs remains in the file until they are 

purged. The following screen is an example from Toyota of Canada. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(1) CO Ship# Cd Seq# PO # In House Part # Qty Shp Cum Shp 

--- -- ------ --- ----- ------------- --------------- -------- --------- 

_ 01 000536 O 00100 122793 20400 00000100 000004800 

_ 01 000537 O 00110 148963 123456 00000100 000000100 

_ 01 000610 O 00120 241263 987 00000200 000000600 

_ 01 000610 O 00130 261685 1249 00000200 000000800 

_ 01 000610 O 00140 352145 1130 00000200 000001000 

_ 01 000611 O 00150 411244 804 00000200 000000200 

_ 01 040266 H 12630 517123 2803 00000500 000025000 

_ 01 111222 H 12640 671373 4099 00000500 000025000 

_ 01 122333 H 12690 789444 1836 00000500 000025000 

_ 01 222111 T 12650 819893 4139 00000500 000025000 

_ 01 285314 T 12670 916910 4819 00000020 000000500 

 
 
 
 
 

Enter a shipper number to display the list of records from that shipper number, or, select an ASN with “1” to 

maintain. The ASN Maintenance screen displays. 

 
1 Select - Enter 1 next to the ASN to display or maintain. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to the selection screen. 
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ASN Maintenance Screen 

The following screen is an example. 
 

 

 
 

Many fields on the ASN maintenance screen default from various master files. However, many of them can be 

changed at shipper entry time. Fields vary from trading partner to trading partner; see the trading partner 

supplement to determine how the fields are used. 

Sequence number 

ASN MAINTENANCE 

Company Action Code _ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Shp# ........ 

Qty Shp...... 

Unit of Mea.. 

Order Qty.... 

OEM ............ 

ASN ............ 

Cont. Qty....... 

Cum Ship........ 

_ 

TC Cust Abrv . 

Dest Abrv . 

Plant ID... 

Dock Code.. 

Order Type. A = Scheduled, B = Sequenced, C = Kanban 

P.O. # .... 

Order No... 

In-House Prt# 

Cust Prt # ... 

Kanban No..... 

F10=Delete F12=Return 
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VLD810DE3 PALLET DATA 

F12=Return - No Update 

 

Maintain Business Control Logic 

For trading partners that require business control logic, users may access pallet and container data maintenance 

screens by pressing Enter from the ASN Maintenance screen, if the keyword “PALLET” is active. Use these 

screens to indicate the pallet/container descriptions, the number of pallets/containers, and the quantity per pallet/ 

container. This information is used to create the TD1 and CLD segments on the ASN. Complete the screens as 

shown below. For information on activating the PALLET keyword, see the appropriate trading partner supplement. 

The following is an example Pallet Data window, note that fields may vary per trading partner. 

 
Pallet Data Window 

 
 

 

Pallet Number of Qty per 

Description Pallets Pallet 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pallet Description - The pallet description. 

 
Number of Pallets - The number of Pallets 

 
Qty Per Pallet - The number of parts per pallet. 

 
Enter - Displays the container window. 
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VLD810DE3 CONTAINER DATA 

F12=Return - No Update 

 
 

The following is an example Container Data window, note that fields may vary per trading partner. 

 
Container Data Window 

 
 
 
 

Container Number of Quantity per 

Description Containers Container 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Container Description - The container description. 

 
Number of Containers - The number of loose containers. 

 
Quantity per Container - The number of parts per container. 
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ASN Listing Screen 

Press F21 (Print) from the selection screen to display a list of ASNs that have been extracted or entered manually. 

This prints the same list that is printed when the option List ASNs is taken. A selection screen displays to limit the 

list by status codes or ship dates. The following screen is an example from Toyota of Canada. This screen is also 

accessible by choosing option 2 of the ASN main menu. 
 

 

 

 
Note that codes vary from trading partner to trading partner. 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined customer abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to include only 

invoices for this customer. Or, leave blank for all. 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined customer abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to include only 

invoices for this customer. Or, leave blank for all. 

 
Shipper Number - Enter a range of shipper numbers to be included on the ASN 

listing, or, leave blank for all. 

 
Shipper Date - Enter a range of dates to be included on the ASN listing, or, 

leave blank for all. 

 
Transmit Codes - Enter “1” next to the transmit codes to be included on the ASN 

listing, or, leave blank for all. 

ASN LISTING 

 
Enter the following or leave blank for ALL: 

Customer Abbreviation ...... 

Destination Abbreviation ... 

From To 

Shipper Number ............. 

Shipper Date ............... 

Options: 1=Select 

Opt 

_ 

_ 

_ 

Transmit Codes 

O 

T 

H 

= 

= 

= 

Original 

Transmitted 

Held 

F3=Exit 
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ASN FILE MAINTENANCE 

1=Select Enter Shipper #: 

(1) CO Ship# 

--- -- ------ 

Cd Seq# PO # In House Part #  Qty Shp Cum Shp 

--- ----- ------------- --------------- -------- --------- 

F12=Return 

 

Open ASN File List Screen 

Press F22 (Prompt Open) from the selection screen to display a list of all ASN records with a status of “O” for 

original. The status displays under the Cde column heading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
_ 01 000536 O 00100 122793 20400 00000100 000004800 

_ 01 000537 O 00110 148963 123456 00000100 000000100 

_ 01 000610 O 00120 241263 987 00000200 000000600 

_ 01 000610 O 00130 261685 1249 00000200 000000800 

_ 01 000610 O 00140 352145 1130 00000200 000001000 

_ 01 000611 O 00150 411244 804 00000200 000000200 

 
 
 
 
 

Enter a shipper number to display the list of records from that shipper number. Or, scroll through the list to find the 

record to maintain. 

 
1 Select - Enter 1 next to the record to maintain. 

 
F12 - Return - Returns to selection screen. 
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ASN LISTING 

 
Enter the following or leave blank for ALL: 

Customer Abbreviation ...... 

Destination Abbreviation ... 

From To 

Shipper Number ............. 

Shipper Date ............... 

 
Enter '1' next to the action codes of the ASNs you wish to print or 

leave blank for ALL: 

(1) Transmit Codes 

 
 
 

List ASNs 
Choose option 2 from the ASN main menu to print a list of ASNs that have been extracted or entered manually. The 

company selection displays if the user has authority to multiple companies. The following screen is an example 

from Toyota of Canada. This screen is also accessible by pressing F21 (Print) from the ASN selection screen. 

 

 

List ASNs Screen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 _ O = Original 

_ T = Transmitted 

 

 
F3=Exit 

_ H = Held 

 
Note that codes vary from trading partner to trading partner. 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined customer abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to include only ASNs 

for this customer. Or, leave blank for all. 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined customer abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to include only ASNs 

for this customer. Or, leave blank for all. 

 
Shipper Number - Enter a range of shipper numbers to be included on the ASN 

listing, or, leave blank for all. 
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Shipper Date - Enter a range of dates to be included on the ASN listing, or, leave 

blank for all. 

 
Transmit Codes - Enter “1” next to the transmit codes to be included on the ASN 

listing, or, leave blank for all. 
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Create and Transmit ASNs 
Choose option 3 from the ASN main menu to convert ASN information into the format necessary for transmission, 

check for errors, create the file to be transmitted, and initiate the communication procedure. A screen prompts for 

the company number to verify security. 

 

 

Create and Transmit ASNs Screen 

The Create and Transmit ASNs screen prompts for the shipper number and the interchange control number. 

 

 

 

 
F4 (Prompt) displays available records to select individual records from the file. 

 

Shipper Number 

The ASN transmit file can be created for an individual shipper, all shippers, or any number of shippers that have 

been extracted or entered manually: 

 
• To create an ASN file for a single shipper, enter the shipper number and press Enter. The update ASN info 

screen is not displayed. 

• To create an ASN file for all shippers leave the shipper number field blank and press Enter. The update 

ASN info screen is not displayed. 

• Use F4 to display all available records and select those to be included in this file. The update ASN info 

screen displays and selected fields can be changed. 

 

 

Interchange Control Number 

The interchange control number defaults a value based on MM-DD-YY. This is a batch number and cannot be 

repeated in the same model year. This default number can be changed. A report prints indicating the transmission 

number entered so that a record can be kept of the transmission numbers used. It is not considered "used" until a 

successful electronic transmission takes place. 

CREATE AND TRANSMIT ASNs 

Enter the Shipper Number or leave blank for all ........ 

 
Interchange Control Number.............................. 

F3=Exit F4=Prompt 
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REVIEW EDI SHIPPERS FOR SELECTION 

Option: 1=Select 

F3=Exit Enter=Advance to Next Screen 

 

Review ASNs Screen 

Press F4 (Prompt) from the Create ASN screen to display a list of all ASN records in the file for selecting those to 

be included in the transmission. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Option Ship # Carrier Name Cust. Abbrev. Dest. Abbrev 

_ 000747 CENTRAL TRANSPORT TOYCAN DEST1 

_ 000827 CENTRAL TRANSPORT TOYCAN DEST2 

_ 000828 CENTRAL TRANSPORT TOYCAN DEST3 

 
 
 
 
 

Enter “1” next to those records to be included in this transmission and press Enter. The ASN records are checked 

for missing fields that may cause the ASNs to be rejected. If terminal errors are found, (errors that will cause the 

ASN to be rejected according to OEM specifications) the program ends, the ASN verification report prints, and a 

break message displays: 

 
"Terminal errors exist for the ASN Create. Check the ASN 

Verification Report for Errors. Correct the errors and 

resubmit this job." 

 
If only warning errors are found, the ASN verification report prints and a break message displays that gives the 

user the option to continue with errors or to cancel. 

 
"Check Report for Errors. Do you wish to continue (Y,N)?" 

 

Review the error report and determine whether or not to continue. Answer “N” to cancel the program and correct 

errors using the ASN Maintenance option. Or, answer “Y” to continue if errors are informational. The missing or 

invalid data will not cause the ASN to be rejected. 
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Update ASN Information 

Press Enter from the Review screen to display the Update Selected ASN/DESADV Information screen. Changes 

made to this screen are used in the ASN transmission file. 

 

 

 

 
The following fields on this screen can be maintained: 

 
• Conveyance Bill # 

• Ship Date 

• Ship Time 

• SCAC (Carrier Code) 

• Pro number 

The Pro number is obtained from the carrier file and may be entered on this screen or through ASN Maintenance. 

 
Changes made on this screen are transmitted in the ASN file. The times have been converted from military time to 

the standard format with an AM and PM flag. 

 
F10 - Logistics No - Displays the Logistics Provider Entry screen, on which users can 

enter up to a 35-character shipment tracking/Schneider Logistics 

number. When recording this number, note that the OEM division 

must be “AHM” in the requirement master. When Enter is 

pressed, the logistics number is updated in the ASN files and 

written to the ASN TD505 element. 

VLD8610B UPDATE SELECTED ASN/DESADV INFORMATION 

Update the Conveyance Bill#, Ship Date, Ship Time, Carrier Code or Pro Number. 

Shipper 

Number 

003360 

Conveyance 

Bill 

003360 

# 

Ship Ship AM/ Arv 

Date Time PM  Date 

022706  312 PM 000000 

Arv 

Time 

0000 

AM/ 

PM SCAC 

XPAT 

Pro Number 

Bottom 

F3=Exit F10=Logistics No 
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Work with Output Queue 

Queue: DOCQ Library: QGPL Status: RLS 

Type options, press Enter. 

1=Send 2=Change 3=Hold 4=Delete 5=Display 6=Release 7=Messages 

8=Attributes  9=Work with printing status 

 
 

If the Process Option field in the trading partnership file contains “P,” the unwrapped file is sent to the OUTQ, and a 

screen prompts to continue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opt File User User Data Sts Pages Copies Form Type Pty 

_ TCINVVER DOC VLR7531 RDY 2 1 *STD 5 

_ TCINVCRT DOC VLR7530TC RDY 1 1 *STD 5 

_ INVVIEW DOC  HLD 1 1 *STD 5 

 
 

 
The unwrapped file is available to view. 

 

 

 

 
Verify the data, and respond to the message. 

ISA+00+ +01+TOYOTA +01+1453B +01+247267594 +960806+092 

3+U+00200+000000001+0+P+¦¦ 

GS+SH+1453B+247267594+960806+0923+000000001+X+002001¦ 

ST+856+0000001¦ 

BSN+00+94120101+960806+0923¦ 

HL+1++I¦ 

LIN++BP+756230206000+RC+D663+ZZ+C-KANBAN ORDER+VO+000091¦ 

SN1++192+EA++192+EA¦ 

PO4+1¦ 

REF+SI+94120101¦ 

CTT+1+192¦ 

SE+9+0000001¦ 

ST+856+0000002¦ 

BSN+00+94120301+960806+0923¦ 

HL+1++I¦ 

LIN++BP+756230206000+RC+D663+ZZ+C-KANBAN ORDER+VO+000091¦ 

SN1++192+EA++192+EA¦ 

PO4+1¦ 

REF+SI+94120301¦ 
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Purge ASNs 
Choose option 4 from the ASN main menu to purge transmitted ASNs from the VLPASN file and the associated bar 

code data, and print a list of the purged records. The company selection displays if the user has authority to 

multiple companies. 

 

 

Purge ASNs Screen 

The following screen is an example from Toyota of Canada. 

 

 

 

 
Enter the ship date in MM-DD-YY format. All records in the ASN file with a code of T (transmitted) up to and 

including this date are purged. A report prints listing the records that were purged. 

PURGE TOYOTA OF CANADA ASNs 

All transmitted ASNs & bar code on or 

before this ship date will be purged ..... 

F3=Exit 
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Reactivate ASNs 
Choose option 5 from the ASN main menu to change ASN records with a status of “T” (transmitted) to “O” (original) 

so the records can be re-transmitted. The company selection screen displays if the user has authority to multiple 

companies. 

 

 

Reactivate ASN Screen 
 

 

 
Customer Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined customer abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to reactivate all 

ASNs. Or, leave blank for this customer. 

 
Destination Abbreviation - Enter the user-defined destination abbreviation as it is entered in 

the requirement and machine readable files, to reactivate all 

ASNs. Or, leave blank for this destination. 

 
Shipper Number - Enter a range of shipper numbers to reactivate all ASN records 

within and including these shipper numbers. Or, leave blank to 

reactivate by date range. 

 
Shipper Date - Enter a date range in MM-DD-YY format. All records in the ASN 

file, with an action code of “T” (transmitted), that have not been 

purged, and meeting the other selection criteria on this screen, 

within and including the dates entered are reactivated. Leave 

these fields blank if reactivating by shipper number. 

 
After entering the required data, press Enter. All records in the ASN file with Action Code of “T” (transmitted) and 

meeting the criteria entered on this screen are reactivated. The action code is changed to “O” (original). A report 

prints listing the records that were reactivated. 

REACTIVATE ASNs 

Enter the following or leave blank for ALL: 

Customer Abbreviation ...... 

Destination Abbreviation ... 

 
From To 

Shipper Number ............. 

Shipper Date ............... 

F3=Exit 
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